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Samsung ET-SHR88SAEGEU Smart Wearable Accessories Band
Bronze Leather

Brand : Samsung Product code: ET-SHR88SAEGEU

Product name : ET-SHR88SAEGEU

Hybrid Leather Strap (S/M) for all Galaxy Watch4/Watch5 models

Samsung ET-SHR88SAEGEU Smart Wearable Accessories Band Bronze Leather:

A signature style, dedicated to everyday needs
The Galaxy Watch4/Watch5 Hybrid Leather Band exudes premium quality with its high-quality outer
leather material and sweat-resistant inner fluoroelastomer material. Designed with enhanced aesthetics
and usability in mind, this band can provide both classical and sports-like experiences based on your
needs.

Keep track of yourself with greater accuracy
The Watch4 Hybrid Leather Band maintains a firm and stable grip to your Galaxy Watch device. It is
designed to closely attach the Galaxy Watch device to your wrist, improving the device's measuring
capabilities.

Match the band colour to your day
Choose from 9 premium band colors to match your watch's look in any situation and weather. Whether
you're out running on a sunny day, staying cozy at home, or attending meetings, let your watch express
its colours to fit your every mood and atmosphere.

Features

Product type * Band
Compatible device type * Smartwatch
Product colour * Bronze
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Compatibility * Galaxy Watch4
Material * Leather

Features

Protection features Sweat resistant

Weight & dimensions

Width 20 mm
Weight 21 g

Packaging content

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
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